
Dear Jim, 	 7/12/75 

I've not really cued you in on MoDanald because it would have germane purpose 
and you have sore to do that you can. 

Boehm I told Bud all. thee I have said Ignore than he'll want. Orient to 
fees, including about himself. 

I'd prefer to believe that McDonald is no worse ben a poyehopeth. Than cos 
ona say that terrible as them is be is sink. I ana't begin to describe the 
totality of his amorality. Or of his lack of scruple. I sae enough to maks all of 
this underftatemento But what Iite lamed... 

Insist I've written I Nano* assuming that SSW kind of disaster is inevitable. 
I'm just not Ignoring possibilities about equalised stook pia. 

Should be stuck illatt Zebrae.too. 

If they go after the pig, what will the Ss do? 
Preen what I've been Mullet I've learned I'd may there is no limit. 

110 is not the kindle* will *my be did it. Bell be looking for others. 

And to the average person be is a pessuesiee 	Be's conned some of the best 
ant the toughest. 

Oempliowkiag this is the anoortainty about whether be serves ethers. 

Be is vulnerable from other than this fraud. 
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some areas Dui sees earshot be warts to. Mot be dorm t want to see 
deem t- exist for bin. 

tbatever the odds and bow little the chances soy be, I think it sight be best 
for Bill to know that I've never net as unetrupsloce a person as McDonald or one 
as senatinemious about it. 

It is my *pinion that he can vied eV in a corner ea this and fight desperately 
to get out of it. 

If Zebra kicks be did pull a freed. I don* think that moon racetracks 
Daunt i s memlutible  with being ion diem of ssouritys 

Jill should alas know that in the preemie of others McDonald did represent 
that Bedew his lawyer on this. One of theme present then (Ailed Bud. When he 
returned the cemmation about MODemeld thermelkomM4 

The story was that his lawyer. Bud. bed to be cooeulted. There are 'witnesses 
that he was. 

If be has correspondence froo Bed. as I'd imagine he does* than it can be 
sash worms. 

Than there is the Her Toth Review affidavit. "either of the contradictory 
stories is not possible trouble. What the nag me is worse for Bud. 

Ion not berrettas trouble. I want to mai it for Bud. The first wady to be 
able to do this is to be aware at the possibilities. Then, if it comp there will 
be none of the liability of surprise. 

I don't know if McDonald will do anything irvolvdrorlud4 But I think the else 
course is for Dad and Bill to think this through, trying to figure out the worst that 
can be tree and what t? do than, They never be able to figure out what that rascal 
is capable of that ism t true. 0017119Pradasiew 84's that  bed. 

If there is something I'm not going to involve_Bcd. The real questions are can 
McDonald with reason, can he without reason. MeV can either mean. 

Best. 


